
PRODUCT SUMMARY

Objective:
“The objective of Askari Equity Fund (AEF) is to provide
equity investors a vehicle for their long term investment
needs, capable of locking in capital appreciation and
securing reasonable dividends from listed equity securities.
The Fund would seek to replicate benchmark returns and
reduce volatility compared with the benchmark through
efficient equity allocations, enhancing “Risk Adjusted
Returns”.

Suitable for:
Parents saving for children's education.
Investors seeking an investment solution to fight inflation
and create wealth over the long term.
Investors who are saving for retirement
Investors looking to build a savings nest egg to finance
expenditures such as marriage, retirement, building a
house, buying a car etc.
Salaried individuals desiring tax credit as per applicable
tax laws for investors who hold their investments for a
period of 2 years. (See the Income Tax Brochure).

Not Suitable for:
Investors with relatively low tolerance for significant
ups and downs in the value of their investments.
Short term investment horizon.

Suitable Time Frame:
Long Term

Min. Investment:
Rs.5,000/-

Benchmark:
The KSE 30 Index

Save for your child's education
and for your other long term dreams!

DISCLAIMER: All investments in mutual fund are subject to
market risks. The NAV of units may go up or down based on
the market conditions. Past performance is not necessarily
indicative of the future results. Please read the Offering
Document to understand the investment policies, taxes and the
risks involved.

Equity Fund

Contact Information
Customer Care Centre 0800-24611

HEAD OFFICE:
20-C Khayaban-e-Nishat,
Ittehad Commercial Area,
DHA Phase VI, Karachi.
UAN: +92 21 111 246 111
Fax: +92 21 35250155-6

REGIONAL OFFICE (NORTH):
Office No. 2-W, Kashmir Plaza,
Jinnah Avenue, Blue Area Islamabad.
PABX: +92 51 2801132-6
Fax: +92 51 2801139

REGIONAL OFFICE (CENTRAL):
Office No. 117, 1st Floor, Siddiq Trade
Centre, 72 Main Gulberg, Lahore.
UAN: +92 42 111 246 111
Fax: +92 42 35792111
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Partnership with
Success
Volatility is a characteristic of
investing in stocks as various
factors constantly at play are
moving prices. Nonetheless,
anecdotal evidence shows that
well managed companies with
sound business models, and strong
competitive advantage, if bought
at appropriate prices may
outperform in the long term.
However, to identify, research and
constantly monitor such
companies can indeed be a
daunting task. AIM has stepped
up to this challenge by putting in
place a team of competent
investment professionals; each
specialized in their respective
areas to ensure selection of
companies that can significantly
outperform the broader equity
market. The ultimate objective is
to provide an easy way to become
partners in successful businesses
in the country.

Competitive Returns
Remember, equity is the best

performing asset class in the long

run. While money market, or income,

funds are considered 'safer' avenues

in the short term, their ability to

generate higher returns in the long

term is also constrained. In contrast,

equity schemes have the potential to

deliver higher returns and beat

inflation. Over the past 10 years, the

equity market in Pakistan has given

returns at a compounded annual

growth rate (CAGR) of 23%. This

is why we want you to seriously

consider equity schemes if you have

a long time horizon.

If you happen to be reading this when your child is still quite a few
years away from graduation, then you are quite fortunate. For 'time'
is the biggest investment you can make towards your child's and family's
future.

Why you might ask? Well, from a money perspective, it gives you the
opportunity to remain invested for a long period of time and reap the
benefits. Let us explain.

It is an established fact that equity markets tend to favour those who
remain invested for longer periods. And if you can invest in equity
markets early, the probability of you building wealth for your family
or fund your child's university education is much higher. Time in the
equity market will mitigate downswings and realize the full potential
of your investments.

How can you start building wealth or saving for your child's future?

A diversified equity fund like Askari Equity
Fund (AEF) could be the answer. Askari
Equity Fund allows you to capitalize on the
growth potential of the equity market through
investing in a diversified mix of fundamentally
strong companies. A goal oriented, consistent
and disciplined approach to investing coupled
with high capital appreciation potential can
go a long way in securing the best education
for your child.

Myth about Equity Risk

The frequent ups and downs in share
prices have traditionally kept many
investors at bay. Most people are wary
of investing in the equity market due
this volatile nature. Yes, in the short
term, equity markets can experience
significant ups and downs but a longer
time horizon reduces this volatility as
stock prices start reflecting their
intrinsic values. When one has goals
and objectives that are far out in to
the future, it definitely makes sense
to invest some portion of wealth in
stocks. What's more is that Equities
are the only asset class with returns
that have the ability to beat inflation
if held for a longer period.
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is why we want you to seriously

consider equity schemes if you have
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There's nothing closer to our hearts than our families. However big

or small we are, we always want to give them the best. Be it a bigger

house for your family, a better hotel for your family vacation, or a

better school for your children. And to do this, in most cases, we

simply require more money.

Askari Equity Fund (AEF) can help you do just that. Get more for

your family. AEF, an open-ended diversified equity scheme, seeks

capital appreciation through investment in equities of companies

that are fundamentally strong and selected on the basis of in-depth

research in the long term. If you start planning and investing from

today, growth in your investments over time

can help you fund these long term goals and

objectives. Give your child the best

education, gift your family a dream house

and buy your dream car. In other words, as

our slogan implies, take control of your

future from today!
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Like it is with everything in our lives, we are always looking

for steady and consistent growth.

So it is with our investments. But the big question is how?

Especially when the economic scenario is ever changing.

How do we always manage to stay a step ahead?

Well the answer is quite simple: Askari Equity Fund (AEF)

- a fund that can give you the much needed edge by providing

a share in the profits and growth of

promising businesses across several

industries. Become partners with the

best managers, entrepreneurs and

business experts in the country. Be part

of success stories!
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